Reflection on the cause and avoidance of recurrent venous leg ulcers: An interpretive descriptive approach.
To gain insight into the experience of recurrent venous leg ulcers from the individual's perspective and provide knowledge on potential risks of recurrence not previously investigated. Venous leg ulcers are a consequence of chronic venous disease and frequently recur. They are costly and can impact on physical and psychological health. Despite research suggesting the risk can be reduced through compression and lifestyle changes, recurrence rates are often high. This study provides an insight into individual's perceptions of the cause of their ulcers and how they try to avoid them. A qualitative design guided by the Chronic Illness Trajectory Model and Social Cognitive Theory. A purposive sample of three males and four females were recruited from a community nursing clinic. Participants were ulcer free, had experienced at least two previous venous leg ulcers and could speak and comprehend English. An interpretive descriptive approach was taken using semi-structured interviews and thematic analysis. Three themes each containing three categories emerged: The Increasing Influence of the Recurring Wound on Mind and Body, Reflection on Past Experiences and Optimism in the Face of Adversity. Most participants reported traumatic injury and lower leg surgery triggered ulcer recurrence. Failure to replace compression stockings was also deemed a cause. Compression was reported essential, but some participants were unaware of the level they were wearing and how often it should be replaced. Other preventive activities included avoiding injury and securing immediate assistance if wounding occurred. Clinicians need to be aware that lower leg surgery may trigger recurrent venous ulceration and that individuals require ongoing emotional, physical and financial support throughout the trajectory of venous disease. The continued use of old compression stockings should be avoided and recurrence prevented by adoption of evidence-based practice rather than reflection on past experiences. This research raises the awareness of factors from the individual's perspective which can influence the recurrence of venous leg ulcers.